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	Develop an end-to-end, real-time e-commerce application using the MEAN stack


	About This Book

	
		Build all the main components of an e-commerce website and extend its high-quality features as per your needs
	
		Get to grips with the full-stack JavaScript to build attractive e-commerce sites and start making money
	
		A step-by-step guide to developing the MEAN stack components from scratch to achieve maximum flexibility when building an e-commerce application



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is for a web or full stack JavaScript developer who wants to get a head start on developing an e-commerce application with MEAN. A basic knowledge of the MEAN stack is highly recommended.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Employ AngularJS to build responsive UI components
	
		Implement multiple authentication strategies such as OAuth, JsonWebToken, and Sessions
	
		Enhance website usability with social logins such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google
	
		Create integrations with payment platforms such as PayPal
	
		Apply full-text search functionality in MongoDB
	
		Build a flexible categorization system to organize your products
	
		Secure your app by creating SSL certificates and run payment platforms in a live environment



	In Detail


	MEAN stands for MongoDB, Express, AngularJS, and Node.js. It is a combination of a NoSQL database, MongoDB, with a couple of JavaScript web application frameworks, namely Express.js and Angular.js. These run on Node.js.


	There is always an ever-growing list of requirements while designing an e-commerce application, which needs to be flexible enough for easy adaptation. The MEAN stack allows you to meet those requirements on time and build responsive applications using JavaScript.


	This book will show you how to create your own e-commerce application using the MEAN stack. It will take you step by step through the parallel process of learning and building. It will also teach you to develop a production-ready, high-quality e-commerce site from scratch and will provide the knowledge you need to extend your own features to the e-commerce site.


	This book starts with a short introduction to the MEAN stack, followed by a step-by-step guide on how to build a store with AngularJS, set up a database with MongoDB, create a REST API, and wire AngularJS. It also shows you how to manage user authentication and authorization, check multiple payment platforms, add products' search and navigation, deploy a production-ready e-commerce site, and finally add your own high-quality feature to the site.


	By the end of the book, you will be able to build and use your own e-commerce app in the real world and will also be able to add your own new features to it.


	Style and approach


	This book is a step-by-step guide on how to build a real-time e-commerce app with MEAN. Each transition is well explained, and each chapter begins with the required background knowledge.
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Source-Synchronous Networks-On-Chip: Circuit and Architectural Interconnect ModelingSpringer, 2013

	This book describes novel methods for network-on-chip (NoC) design, using source-synchronous high-speed resonant clocks. The authors discuss NoCs from the bottom up, providing circuit level details, before providing architectural simulations. As a result, readers will get a complete picture of how a NoC can be designed and...
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Website Scraping with Python: Using BeautifulSoup and ScrapyApress, 2018

	Closely examine website scraping and data processing: the technique of extracting data from websites in a format suitable for further analysis. You'll review which tools to use, and compare their features and efficiency. Focusing on BeautifulSoup4 and Scrapy, this concise, focused book highlights common problems and suggests...
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ADSL Standards, Implementation, and Architecture (Advanced and Emerging Communications Technologies Series)CRC Press, 1999
With its promise of high speed Internet access, Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) techniques are now making their way out of the laboratory and into the general consumer market. This creates the need for telecommunications professionals to have not just an awareness of the technology, but an in-depth understanding of its workings, its...
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Living in Flow: The Science of Synchronicity and How Your Choices Shape Your WorldNorth Atlantic Books, 2019

	Harness the principles of synchronicity and flow to live better, work smarter, and find purpose in your life

	

	When we align with circumstance, circumstance aligns with us. Using a cutting-edge scientific theory of synchronicity, Sky Nelson-Isaacs presents a model for living "in the flow"--a state of optimal...
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Twitter Power 2.0: How to Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Get the business leader's guide to using Twitter to gain competitive advantage.


	Since 2006, forward-thinking companies like Apple, JetBlue, Whole Foods, and GM have discovered the instant benefits of leveraging the social media phenomenon known as Twitter to reach consumers directly, build their brand, and increase sales....
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Agile Testing: A Practical Guide for Testers and Agile TeamsAddison Wesley, 2009

	We were early adopters of Extreme Programming (XP), testing on XP teams
	that weren’t at all sure where testers or their brand of testing fit in. At the time,
	there wasn’t much in the agile (which wasn’t called agile yet) literature about
	acceptance testing, or how professional testers might contribute. We learned
	not...
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